Some people have sent some complaints on how the Satan's library does not allow downloading of the PDF files. This happens from Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Britain, and France primarily. The why of this is unclear, but as it appears, the files or the URL's in some files have been flagged. Others have disappeared, and they have also been purged from the wayback archive, because they are "controversial" material.

Another thing, views on the forum (both plus and minus) are manipulated by external factors such as crawlers and websites outside from the forum which redirect and push numbers up or down, depending on the amount of influx from said search engine crawlers or their absence.

Apparently, this can sometimes increase views too much, inflate them, or shrink them, and there is external manipulation taking place. This affects the perception of the forum and what views count and what views do not count. This can cause manipulation or blocking of view counts, which can create a lot of problems and/or issues with the board. By also mass invading the forum with trolls they have tried to just ruin things as per usual. They did around 2500 registrations of troll accounts.

DDOS attacks are a frequent one and these mainly come from China and the other country which I am sure everyone can guess. Supposedly these are illegal, but I guess in the bandit state and in China, there's nothing illegal so it's not a problem. In a place where tanks kill little children that throw rocks at them, DDOS is the least of one's legal "Prohibitions" to not do, of course.

We will re-optimize this and also fix and circumvent everything, one thing at a time. As others also have observed, the same problem has been the case on our sites in Google, etc., and how they are up there. This will be improved and corrected. To name one example, on all non-google search engines the joyofsatan.com and satanisgod.org are doing pretty well and they will do better. But in google, while it has the fastest 'indexing', it has the slowest rate of going up. Duckduckgo on the other hand delivers more legitimate results due to its model.
The situation is the enemy also has done a lot of other crap, and this is basically an ongoing war that has been going on for months. We will do our best to circumvent this. Then, goes the endless censoring and general turning of the web into the TV or Orwell in 1984. However, as this appears this isn't going to fare well for the enemy.

Very soon (after Passover) the JoS Activism will open so we can coordinate internet warfare. Those who remember our rule on the internet and also the Yahoo Answers, it really went as far as for the enemy to censor us and/or make this impossible. But we can re-do this, with minimal time and tactical efforts.

The idea of JoS Activism is that we will have a few tasks to do each week, 4 times a month, or maybe quicker if everyone finds these easier. These will be given easily arrayed with instructions. On top of these we will also stack the RTR's and general workings to bolster the activism and its effects. Members will also be able to just self-coordinate and do what is considered important there, or work as teams.

Progressively also this board will be updated and be given extra tools too. We are also working on that one.

Just consider the recent enemy assaults, just their pathetic bullshit. They just freak out the Goyim know, so they become Gentiles instead of unknowing victims "goyim".

HAIL SATAN!!!